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Conscious Creation – Symbol / Conscious Creation™

Introduction

August 2014 I was really feeling in my life’s category: ‘action’ and questioning myself: “What do you really want to do in your life, Geert?”

Doing something in line with my philosophies and my process and in line with my choice and allowance for embodied consciousness as a New Energy Master (teaching by example), without trying to change people but still making a conscious contribution to humanity and still experiencing true freedom.

What’s happening in the world and where it’s headed for? --- It’s all about mass consciousness. Our life, our reality is the expression of it ---. We can only consciously change it by “Being the Change” as conscious creators of our own life. Then it will create an energy that radiates into collective consciousness for those who are willing to make the changes too.

So by being a Standard, it has the potential to change this planet. For me acting as a true Consciousness Pioneer. And because it’s my passion, it will work.

“You must Be the Change you wish to See (2C) in the world”

“Be the change” means consciously creating your life and taking full responsibility for your life and your own creations (by Believing is Seeing) and for all things that are within Your Life.

On 13th August 2014 I had an insight of offering a new symbol to the world as my contribution and my part as being the change without trying to change anything or anyone. A symbol for humans to use as a personal acknowledgement as a Conscious Creator and their way of expressing it to the world and inspiring others by wearing it --- without any connections, registering, memberships, being part of organisations, groups and beyond any color, race, nations or politics. Making a Conscious Choice as a Conscious Creator to “Be the Change”.

Expressing it, as it is the only way to do it. Change can only be achieved by ‘Being the Change”. Changing from inside out as a Conscious Creator of your Universe (YOU-niverse). You directly can’t change any other person but you can inspire them. You can show other Conscious Creators that they are not alone. (link to Consciousness Pioneers)

For myself I see a role in promoting and explaining this creation and start offering this to the world.

Geert Vousten

Consciousness Pioneer

At Consciousness Pioneers

www.consciousnesspioneers.nl (contact)

www.believe2c.nl / .com

Mastering the Art of Existence
Symbol Meaning

There were, for quite some time, already two important symbols in my life ...

The Spiral (....in several variations and similarities.. Spiral, Fractal, YinYang, Flower of Life, Circle of Life, Metatron Cube, ‘Fibonacci-sequence’, Hunab Ku and Owia kokroko) for me all related to Creation.

&

The Circum Point as Consciousness, introduced to me by Adamus (Saint Germain) channeled by Geoffrey Hoppe at The Crimson Circle at several gatherings (shouds) since 2010. (link)

I was studying facets of Quantum Physics, Neuroplasticity, Epigenetics, Holographic Universe and various Universal Laws (p.e. Law of Attraction) and, let me simplify these to you as Believing is Seeing.. (link to LifeByDesign)

Creation is what we do every split second of the day, thousands of times, choosing a ‘reality-frame’, it’s automatic, mostly unconsciously. What we create depends on the vibrating frequency or energy we are on. Every thought, Your true beliefs, perceptions and even expectations have specific frequencies and manifest instantly (in the Now moment) a reality (like consecutive slices of a bread or slides in a projector) in our own YOU-niverse (so it seems as if we are moving (forward) into life.). We call it life or living.

Your physical reality (out of many parallel realities as possibilities chosen as your actuality) is just a reflection of what you ‘most strongly’ believe to be true. It reflects your ‘State of Being’. Only the Now moment exists, there is no past or future.

“Circumstances don’t matter, State of Being Matters”

Thoughts are related to the mind ; the mind only knows the past, as memories, so the mind will associate everything with the past and tries to identify with it. To give it identity. Your identity and You believe that’s You. Be careful because thoughts are very deceptive. Most of Your thoughts are not Yours! So it is very important to have Inspiration and Creativity! So don’t be realistic but Consciously Creative!

“Memories are constant companions of the Subconscious Mind. Memories never stop their incessant replaying! To be done with memories once and for all, they must be cleansed to nothing once and for all. All life experiences are expressions of memories replaying and Inspirations. Depression, thinking, blame, poverty, hate, resentment, and grief are “fore-bemoaned moans,” as Shakespeare noted in one of his sonnets. The Conscious Mind has a choice: It can initiate incessant cleansing or it can allow memories to replay problems incessantly.”

“Consciousness working alone is ignorant of Divine Intelligence’s most precious gift: Self I-Dentity. As such, it is ignorant of what a problem is. This ignorance results in ineffectual solving of the problem. Poor Soul is left to incessant, needless grief for its entire existence. How sad.”

“The Conscious Mind needs to be awakened to the gift of Self I-Dentity, “wealth beyond all understanding.” Self I-Dentity is indestructible and eternal, as is its Creator, Divine Intelligence. The consequence of ignorance is the false reality of senseless and relentless poverty, disease, and war and death generation after generation.”

“The physical is the expression of memories and Inspirations taking place in the Soul of Self I-Dentity. Change the state of Self I-Dentity and the state of the physical world changes. Who’s in charge—inspirations or memories replaying?”

“The choice is in the hands of the Conscious Mind.”

(Excerpts from “Zero Limits” - Joe Vitale)
Put **Consciousness** in the equation! In all the things you do... which means what you create. Not as a discipline, not mentally. Just be **Conscious**. Stop or break your unconscious patterns. Do them **Consciously**. Be aware, Be in consciousness while you live. Do it by allowing, stop resisting, total surrender and fighting yourself. Experiencing and integrating your aspects in life by all-embracing compassion from your heart.

Because the **Creation**, as stated before, goes automatic. So allow and follow your passion. Letting that passion out, letting it come forth. “Be(come) who you really are” (your core-frequency).

**“You don’t create What you Want, but What You Are”**

Consciousness is about the *Now* moment – Awareness. Only the *Now* moment exists, there is no past or future.

**“Man is condemned to be free; because once thrown in the world, he is responsible for everything he does. It is up to you to give [life] a meaning.” — Jean-Paul Sartre**

**Conscious Creation** or Creation by Consciousness means: **live by inspiration** and not by replaying memories of the past or living by accident.

A life by your **design** ([LifeByDesign.nl](http://LifeByDesign.nl)). There is no plan. Life has no meaning, You give life meaning!

So things fell in place for me ...¹

**Consciousness & Creation** lead to merging the representation of those two symbols into a new symbol:

**ConsciousCreation™**

*Believing is Seeing .. Believe 2C .. To See(2C). . . the change in the World.
Or whatever...(you want 2C)*

**2C**

As a **Conscious Choice** to a **Conscious Creation**, in **Co-Creation**, making a **Conscious Contribution** to the **Common Community** through **Conscious Coherence** to see (2C) a **Conscious Change** and **Conscious Connectedness** in **Collective Consciousness**...

**“The difference between what we do and what we are capable of doing would suffice to solve most of the world's problems”**

— Mahatma Gandhi

¹ Because now I finally know what I want. “My passion is to ‘teach by example’ on this planet, to ‘teach’ how one finds their sovereignty by choosing freedom and their path to natural (embodied) enlightenment or how to just live an easier life.

To show humans to live their lives as Conscious Creators...”
Expression

The ConsciousCreation™-symbol can and will be used by people to express their Conscious Choice for taking full responsibility for their lives and their Conscious Creations. This will inspire others and so they are Co-Creators by expressing this unique symbol as their personal acknowledgement.

“The victim mindset dilutes the human potential. By not accepting personal responsibility for our circumstances, we greatly reduce our power to change them.” — Steve Maraboli

You want to “Be the Change”! You have to.²
You express this feeling as a personal acknowledgment and it will help to remember and support you!
You are proud to wear the ConsciousCreation™-symbol as being part of the Change in the world (Conscious Contribution) (Remember the Butterfly Effect).

Expressing it **for yourself:**
- the ‘silent’ mode, no connections, no registering, just wear it! I Am the Change!

Expressing it **to inspire others:**
- by wearing it proudly and decently and by being the expression itself.
- as the ‘loud’ mode by putting your “Believe 2C” online and Live Yours.

Be inspired and Creative! Change begins with Desire and Believe 2C it.

Making a Conscious Choice will lead to a Conscious Creation delivering a Conscious Contribution to the Common Community through Conscious Coherence to see (2C) a Conscious Change and Conscious Connectedness in the Collective Consciousness... And what about Conscious Consuming?

‘Believe 2C’ is a promotional campaign but also a way for the Conscious Creators to express their beliefs and desires to the Computer Community, the social networks without being part of organisations, groups and beyond any color, race, nations or politics as part of their expression of “Being the Change”

Believe 2C ....whatever you desire...
Believe2C Slogans are Your Conscious Creations. Spread Yours into the World and Feel the Gratitude as if You already received it in (y)our reality!

(I) Believe 2C Abundance in my life — True believing is seeing, Believe It and be already grateful for it!
(Your Desire to) Believe 2C the Change in the World - So “Be the Change” and Live it!

Do **You** really want to “Be the Change”? What do **You** Believe 2C?

If you are not resonating with this ConsciousCreation™- symbol, it is probably not for you, unless you take full responsibility for your life and creations.

² You have to “Be the Change”! You want 2C in the world because you can’t change any other person because all ‘actions’ of a person are ‘initiated’ by their Consciousness. Your are infinite Consciousness – an infinite spiritual being having a temporary human experience - It’s ‘your’ Consciousness but in fact it’s also the Collective Consciousness because we are all one – All is One and One is All – We have forgotten this because we identify ourselves with our egos (ego/mind).
Circum punctum - Consciousness

Consciousness

The **Circum Point** / Circum Punctum symbolizes *Consciousness*, introduced to me by Adamus (Saint Germain) channeled by Geoffrey Hoppe at The Crimson Circle at several gatherings (shouds) since 2010.

“Consciousness”
“First of all, we have this thing called consciousness. We symbolize it with the circumpunct or the dotted circle. This is as symbol for consciousness. This is you. The dot in the middle connotates Source, the I Am-ness, your origins. The circle on the outside represents the expansion that you have done of your soul through all the experiences and all the lifetimes. Very simple.”

(Excerpt from Adamus’ Abundance Clinic - [YouTube link])

Wikipedia

**Circled Dot**

The **circled dot**, circumpunct, or circle with a point at its centre is an ancient symbol. It can represent:

Solar system

- [Solar symbol](#) used to represent the Sun
- [Solar mass](#) (astronomy)
- The sun / Gold ([Alchemical symbols](#))
- The sun / Ra ([Egyptian hieroglyphs](#))
- The sun / a day ([Chinese oracle script](#), the modern character being 日)

Religion and philosophy

- Keter, ([Kabbalah](#))
- Spirit, ([Ojibwa](#))
Language and linguistics

- **Bilabial clicks** ([International Phonetic Alphabet](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Phonetic_Alphabet))
- **Hwair** ([Gothic alphabet](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gothic%3A_Gothic_Alphabet))
- **Tha** ([Brāhmī script](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Br%C4%81hm%C4%81_script))
- **Eye** ([Blissymbols](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blissymbols))

Other uses

- A **nazar** is a circled-dot-shaped amulet believed to protect against the **evil eye**
- Center of pressure
- **Mensuration sign** for 9/8 meter
- Used, or cancelled, stamp ([philately](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philately))
- The trademark of the [Target Corporation](https://www.target.com)
- As a symbol of an Entered Apprentice [Freemason](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freemasonry)
- **City centre** (European road-signs)
- End of trail. Gone home. ([scouting](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scouting))
- The Symbol of "Waterhole" in the Australian Aboroginies Symbol resembles the Circumpunkt
- In Germany it is symbol for a “Gestempelte Briefmarke” (canceled stamp), while a star means "postfrisch" (mint Stamp)
- In geometry, it is often the symbol for a **circle**

See also

- **The Lost Symbol** - a novel by [Dan Brown](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Brown) that uses this symbol.

A mystery involving the Freemasons brings [Robert Langdon](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Langdon) back to the capital city of United States. ([Lynn McTaggart](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lynn_McTaggart), one of my inspirators is [mentioned](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intention_Experiment) because her book *The Intention Experiment*)

Following the worldwide successes of *The Da Vinci Code* in 2006 and *Angels & Demons* in 2009, which were both based on Dan Brown’s novels, starred [Tom Hanks](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tom_Hanks) as Robert Langdon and produced and directed by [Ron Howard](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Howard), [Columbia Pictures](https://www.cOLUMbiaPictures.com) began production on a film adaptation of *The Lost Symbol*...

**Decoding The Lost Symbol**

**Movie:** “*The Lost Symbol*” – On hold ([source IMDb](https://www.imdb.com)); Not yet released !?
‘Director Ron Howard has now indicated that he will direct the adaptation of ‘*Inferno*’, making the production of ‘*The Lost Symbol*’ uncertain at the time.

**Book:** “*The Lost Symbol*” - “**The Circumpunct**: The symbol of the source. The Origin of all things” “Maybe we really are all masters of our own universe” -

(*personal remark: Yes, We Are, I Am That I Am. YOU are ‘GOD’ also, a creator ; Believe to see - 2C *)

**Book:** “Decoding the Lost Symbol” – you’ll find [here](https://www.believe2c.com)
Crop Circles

On August 13th 2014 I had my personal insight about the symbol and offering it to the world. In the following days I followed my intuition and merged the symbols the circumpoint and the spiral and started googling the result symbol whether it already existed (on August 22th 2014).

Then I saw some pictures of crop circles, opened the website and fell off my chair.. The crop circle below is for August 12th (Crop Circle at Etchilhampton, Wiltshire, UK), just one day before my insight.

Crop circle - Roundway, Wiltshire, UK - 30 July 2014

(* 2C, even Crop Circles have 2C's!!)
Spiral - Creation

The **Spiral** is for me a symbolic of **Creation** (Life path – Your life is continuous creation – The only goal (not really a goal but the essence) in your life, in my opinion, is *your human evolution with regard to consciousness* – Changing from inside out)

Even our Earth and Sun are spiralling together in our Universe (YOU-niverse).

And the revolution of the Earth is a spiral path also.

In terms of spirituality, the spiral symbol can represent the path leading from outer consciousness (materialism, external awareness, ego, outward perception) to the inner soul (enlightenment, unseen essence, nirvana, cosmic awareness). Movements between the inner (intuitive, intangible) world and the outer (matter, manifested) world are mapped by the spiraling of archetypal rings; marking the evolution of humankind on both an individual and collective scale.

Moreover, in terms of rebirth or growth, the spiral symbol can represent the consciousness of nature beginning from the core or center and thus expanding outwardly (**Creation**). This is the way of all things, as recognized by most mystics. ([source](source))

The **Spiral**, the concept of growth, expansion, and cosmic energy, depending on the culture in which it is used.

Various symbols

All the symbols below, for me related to **Creation**, played some kind of role in my life.

*Spiral*  
*Fractal*  
*Flower of Life / Metatron Cube*

*Spiral / Matrix Of Creation*  
*Yin Yang*  
*Hunab ku*

*Petroglyph Arizona*  
*source*  
*source*

Hundreds, if not thousands, of books have been written on the Taoist symbol of **Yin/Yang** that depicts the essential essence of creation. And if that is the case, then every word ever written can be traced back to this symbol (or others like it). A symbol then certainly trumps a picture. So let’s say a symbol is worth a thousand pictures. The simple rule of thumb is that the more complex the image, story, or design, the more removed it is from the Original Source. True simplicity is **Oneness**, true simplicity is the **Origin of all things**. ...
Encyclopaedia of Symbols

The spiral was found on many Dolmans and gravesites. Its true meaning is not known for sure, but many of these symbols were found as far as Ireland and France. It is believed to represent the travel from the inner life to the outer soul or higher spirit forms; the concept of growth, expansion, and cosmic energy, depending on the culture in which it is used. To the ancient inhabitants of Ireland, the spiral was used to represent their sun.

A basic element in Western ideography, the clockwise spiral (starting from the middle) is strongly associated with water, power, independent movement, and migrations of tribes. The sign’s association with water may rather focus recurring rainy seasons, than water in general. Well in accordance with the law of the polarity of meanings of elementary graphs also often seems to denote the sun. But maybe not the ordinary sun, but the eclipsed sun.

A more circular and closer drawn version of the above entry sign is seen on many neolithic rock carvings. Until recently the meaning of this ideogram eluded researchers, but things have now changed. On rock carvings in Scandinavia one often finds signs which look like a strange type of boats or sleighs with short vertical lines on them. They have hitherto been interpreted as representing people. Together with them a lot of small, round signs, and the ideogram, can be seen. *Why would people, thousands of years ago, hire rock carvers to work for long hours with the carving of these, seemingly rather meaningless pictures of ships or sleighs together with small, round signs and, in hard rock, as if they were messages important enough for posterity to be made to last thousands of years? Why did neolithic men think these pictures should be conveyed over eons to posterity?*

A breakthrough in the understanding of these strange ideograms seems to have been made in 1991. An archaeologist got the idea that the small, round signs on those rock carvings could be signs for stars in the sky. He fed the structures of some of the rock carvings into a computer and had the computer to compare them with representations of the constantly changing structure of the constellations of the brightest stars of the sky, century for century for some thousands of years. What he found was that the rock carvings were documentations of the configurations of the visible planets and the brightest of the fixed stars at times of total solar eclipses. Thus the sign might mean the eclipsed sun.

Owia kokroko – Greatness of the sun - Symbolizes vitality and renewal. ([link](#))

Application: We respect and will be a support for the cycles and seasons of our lives, our voices, and our creative expressions.

Symbols.com

More on symbols, you can find on [Symbols.com](http://Symbols.com), a unique online encyclopedia that contains everything about symbols, signs, flags and glyphs arranged by categories such as culture, country, religion, and more. Category: Consciousness
Creation theories

Origins of creation/Creation
An infinite sea of energy consciousness (link)

One of the interesting question humanity has faced, and continues to face, is from where did creation/Creation arise. Within the *Releasing Your Unlimited Creativity* material the view is this question is addressed in several different ways depending on the point that to be emphasized relative to our creative power and creative ability.

Taoist Creation Theory (link)

The "One" refers to the unity of the domain of existence, the Tai-ji. The birth of the One begins with the Wu-ji as a chaotic mixture of fields, areas of non-being transitioning to being. The fields intermingle and mix to form large pockets of non-being and being, of non-existence and existence. These pockets establish chi pressure gradients between the two fields which set a cosmic wind in motion and begin to contract and expand and coalesce the Tai-ji. (Thomas, The Pristine Dao, pp. 56-7.) Thus, Tai-ji represents a field of primal chi energy (the substance of things) and a transformation from Non-Being to Being. It’s also called the Matrix Of Creation, as the entire universe forms within it.

The Tai-ji embodies an expanding universe, because the energy field spins out oscillating in a spiral motion. From the TTC ch. 40, the motion of Tao is reversion or returning (反 fan) and from TTC ch. 25, the path of motion is circular. The character fan is drawn to suggest a turning around or flipping over. The original form of the Chinese character for returning (回 or “hui”) has its own origin in a spiral shape, so the movement of the Taiji traces a concentric coil that expands outward in one direction, contracts to unity in the other. (Sze, Mai Mai, The Tao Of Painting, New York: Pantheon Books, c. 1963, p. 16.)

The Fibonacci sequence

*The golden ratio* is the limit of the ratios of successive terms of the Fibonacci sequence (or any Fibonacci-like sequence) *(just google it)*

or

simply watch the wonderful video inspired on numbers, geometry and nature, by Cristóbal Vila. It will explain all you need to know about Creation in/of life.
Conscious Creation: Circum Punctum + Spiral

Specifications

Merging the Circum Point and the Spiral into one new symbol ConsciousCreation™

Requirements:
A circle and a point in the center, color white, as the Circum Punct (Consciousness)

A white color, clockwise spiral starting from inside out, around the center, not touching the center point or the outside circle, representing the Spiral (Creation)

The spiral doesn’t have to be parallel and can vary in width, representing the experiences and the impact of those in our life (past-lives), the journey(s).

Dimensions
Symbol: Ø 22mm (22: Master number³)
Background included (example size pin) = Ø 25mm

Color:
Symbol: white border, white point, white spiral (against light-blue background ; RGB colors: R=173, G=216, B=229 )
(background included for use on a white background)


⁴ The Master number 22 holds more power than any other number (earning it the nickname “the Master Builder”). It is a pragmatic number, a doer, capable of spinning wild dreams into concrete reality. Those who have 22 in their Numerology chart have great potential for success – If you have 22 in your chart, ease up and realize your limitless opportunities. Turn down the pressure-cooker and realize your shot at serving the world in an effective and practical way.
Trademark Ownership

The rightful owner of the trademark ConsciousCreation™ is GJH (Geert) Vousten and registered under that name and as a director of Consciousness Pioneers authorized the company Consciousness Pioneers to use it.
The Inspiration, concept, idea and design was developed by GJH (Geert) Vousten.

Execution

Executive Design by Tom Kroeze, Attentic – Grafisch Bureau commissioned by Consciousness Pioneers.

Websites

The following websites are involved (up till now):

ConsciousnessPioneers.nl
ConsciousnessPioneers.eu > forwarded to > ConsciousnessPioneers.nl

Under construction
Believe2C.nl > forwarded to > ConsciousnessPioneers.nl/believe2c
Believe2C.com > forwarded to > ConsciousnessPioneers.nl/believe2c

Contact – Corresponding (2C)

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or remarks.

Registration

Symbols
The ConsciousCreation™ symbol is registered at symbols.com in the category Consciousness:


Trademark

The ConsciousCreation™ symbol is in the registration proces for registration at the BBIE/BOIP (Benelux Office for Intellectual Property - Benelux Bureau voor de Intellectuele Eigendom) for protection of the trademark ConsciousCreation™ and planned registration at the WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organization Geneva, Switzerland).
Promotion

Funding & Marketing

- Crowdfunding Campaign (2C) : on Kickstarter and/or Indiegogo (2017)

- Supporting Slogan Campaign - on social media: Believe 2C ..whatever... , Based on the ‘KEEP CALM’ slogans. (2017)

Generating inspirational ‘Believe 2C’ slogans and spreading them over the internet (social media). Even offering an automatic Believe 2C inspirational slogan – generator on: www.believe2C.com (under construction, currently forwarded to ConsciousnessPioneers.nl).

Believe2C is the New slogan campaign for the people of the New World with New Energy, those who want 2 see a change in the world by believing it and making a Conscious Choice for a Conscious Creation and Inspire others.

Believe2C Slogans are Your Conscious Creations ~
Spread Yours into the World and Feel the Gratitude as if You already received it in (y)our Reality!

(BTW: it’s makes much more sense than ‘KEEP CALM’, which is very old skool, and is just what the governments want from us...CARRY ON..)

It’s time for Change, to Believe it and Live it...

“Believe 2C”-template and some examples:
Based on the “KEEP CALM…..” slogans

Supporting websites / Generator

Supporting websites to add text to images (for free):

http://www.believe2c.com (additional ‘slogan’-generator under construction)

adding text to images:
http://www.online-image-editor.com/?language=english ; also in (Dutch)
http://addtext.com/

Examples and “Believe 2C”-template on:
http://www.consciousnesspioneers.nl/believe2c/

More examples on:
http://www.consciousnesspioneers.nl/examples/

“Be the change you want to see in the world.”

Mahatma Gandhi
Examples

Example pin Ø 25mm / pendant
(†concept)

Or a medaillon (under construction)

Example supporting cards
(†concept)

ConsciousCreation™
A personal acknowledgment,
from You to Yourself, that You are
“Being the Change”. Taking full responsibility
for Your life and Your creations.
Believe 2C ...the Change in the World

Example Button: R = 173 , G = 216, B = 229
(†concept)

Online promotional (website) Button:
(†concept)
Example Bodysticker / Temporary Body Tattoo
(concept)

Next Future step!!!

Third Eye. (Site Of The Pineal Gland Location Of 'The Sight' – To See - 2C )

Ultimate Personal Acknowledgement! of Conscious Creation - 2C “To See the change in the world”